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Abstract 

The issue of labor supply is not necessarily a matter of labor law. In the context of a low-carbon 
economy, flexible employment on platforms is more conducive to achieving labor demand matching and 
controlling labor costs in the online catering logistics industry. Compared to the Labor Law, the labor 
contract rules in civil law have irreplaceable advantages in interpreting and regulating “non-standard 
labor relations” and “non-traditional labor relations” under the new employment form. The judicial 
adjudication dilemma in the employment of takeaway platforms is mainly reflected in the imbalanced 
relation between the protection of labor rights and interests and the development of platform economy, 
the lack of clear legal norms, and unified trial logic in judicial judgment, and the lack of standardization 
and stability in the interpretation method of judgment. There are some problems in the typology 
research on the complex employment modes of takeaway platforms, such as different classification 
standards and the failure to reveal the essence of legal relations under the employment modes. The legal 
structure analysis of employment in takeaway platforms within the academic circles does not conform 
to the employment reality, and moreover, it is not accurate enough, which results in the unclear nature 
of legal relation between multi-party employment subjects and that between employment subjects and 
practitioners and the ambiguous employment responsibilities. From the perspective of civil contract 
type, the employment modes of takeaway platforms can be extracted into “commercial franchising 
mode of takeaway platforms”, “employment mode of takeaway platforms”, and “labor dispatching mode 
of takeaway platforms”. Aiming to break through the research path dependence of “standard labor 
relations”, the article refines the legal structure of the delivery platform’s business model and provides 
a theoretical basis for overcoming legislative technical deficiencies in the unclear format of independent 
labor transaction contracts.

Keywords: low-carbon economy, takeaway platform, employment mode, types of civil contracts, 
employment responsibility
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Introduction

Catering takeaway employment is a typical example 
of new business platform employment in the digital 
age. In the context of low carbon economy, flexible 
employment modes have been widely used by the 
online catering and logistics industry, which helps it 
match labor demand, control labor costs, and effectively 
improve its regional transportation capacity. However, 
most of such flexible employment mode of delivery 
platforms are complex and atypical, and the labor 
disputes they trigger and the responsibility undertaken 
when riders are damaged or induce damage to others 
during the distribution process have become the focus of 
controversy in recent years[1]. Most academic research 
focuses on the identification of new labor rights relations 
[2, 3] and the distribution of employment responsibility 
based on labor relations [4, 5], while the application of 
civil law has been rarely involved. The obsolescence 
of relevant labor legislation and the vagueness of terms 
in the recently introduced labor policies the Guiding 
Opinions on Safeguarding the Labor Security Rights 
and Interests of Workers with New Employment Forms 
(hereinafter referred to as the Guiding Opinions) 
and the Opinions of the Supreme People’s Court on 
Providing Judicial Services and Guarantees for Stable 
Employment (hereinafter referred to as the Judicial 
Opinions) not only highlight the phenomenon of “same 
case with different judgments” in trial practice but also 
expose the limitations of the labor law in regulating the 
employment of new business platforms.

The legal structure, which involves the nature of 
employment relations, the determination of employment 
subjects, and employment responsibility undertaking, 
can be described as the “seven inches” of the operation 
mode for takeaway platforms and the “blind spot” of 
legal regulation. The complex employment modes of 
such platforms are peculiar in some way themselves. 
However, the civil law theory has not been fully 
investigated in the complex employment field of 
takeaway platforms. When the applicability of civil law 
to the complex employment of platforms is interpreted, 
it is the concept and responsibility of civil law in 
normalizing the obligations in social life that have been 
embodied. This work plans to, from the angle of civil 
law, explore the legal types of complex employment 
modes for takeaway platforms and then analyze the 
legal relations, employment subjects, and employment 
responsibility taking under various employment modes 
on the basis of civil and commercial contract types, 
expecting to measure the explanatory power of civil law 
dogmatics for new things.

The theoretical value of this paper lies in: Firstly, 
break through the research path dependence of 
“standard labor relations” and explore the institutional 
connection points between civil law, labor law, and 
specific commercial transaction law in the field of labor 
organization platforms. Secondly, analyze the legal 
structure of the business model of takeaway delivery 

platforms, and promote the deepening of theoretical 
research on service contracts such as commercial 
franchising contracts and employment contracts. 
Thirdly, explore optimization solutions for private law 
configuration of independent labor transactions and 
similar labor transactions within the platform, providing 
a theoretical basis for overcoming legislative technical 
deficiencies in the unclear format of independent labor 
transaction contracts. The application value of this 
paper lies in: Firstly, providing guidance for online 
catering sellers to conclude and fulfill service contracts. 
Secondly, providing guidance for the delivery entities 
of takeaway platforms to choose operational models, 
strengthen operational risk control, and determine 
response strategies. Thirdly, providing legal regulatory 
suggestions for the judicial trial of delivery service 
disputes on takeaway platforms.

Literature Review

The Categorization of Complex Employment 
Modes for Takeaway Platforms

The employment mode reflects the actual form of 
enterprise employment management and practitioners’ 
work, and the legal qualification of employment 
relations are often analyzed combining the employment 
modes of platform enterprises in the academic circles. 
The employment modes of takeaway platforms have 
been combed and classified in the current research 
from different angles. For example, Que [6] divided 
employment modes into “direct mode”, “crowdsourcing 
mode”, and “special distribution mode”. Zheng [7] 
summarized employment modes as “crowdsourcing 
distribution mode” and “joined distribution mode”. 
In fact, these types are divided according to the 
distribution scheme announced by takeaway platforms 
[8]. For another example, some studies have revealed the 
complicated employment forms of takeaway platforms 
in reality. For instance, the crowdsourcing mode can be 
further divided into “takeaway platforms directly recruit 
crowdsourced riders” and “takeaway platforms recruit 
crowdsourced riders through crowdsourcing service 
companies”. The “special distribution mode” has further 
evolved into more complicated “takeaway platforms 
recruit special distribution riders through distributors”, 
“network outsourcing”, and “special distribution riders 
are registered as privately or individually-owned 
business”. The deficiency of this type of research is that 
this classification standard reflects the actual working 
mode of takeaway riders and the platform employment 
management mode. For example, “special riders” are 
characterized by fixed working hours, stable income, and 
standardized employment management, “crowdsourced 
riders” are featured with the freedom of taking orders 
and flexible settlement, while “riders as privately 
or individually-owned business” reflect the special 
settings of platforms for special riders. As a result, 
the classification results better reflect the cooperative 
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relation between platform enterprises and takeaway 
riders, and the status of various distribution partners 
in complex employment is not clear and sufficient. For 
another example, Wang divided the employment mode 
of organizational platforms into three types: “A mode, 
in which platforms directly hire labor providers”, 
“B mode, in which agents hire labor providers”, and 
“C mode, in which labor providers register and take 
orders independently”. Similar divisions include 
“direct marketing mode”, “labor dispatching mode”, 
“agent mode”, and “crowdsourcing mode” [9]. These 
classifications overcome the shortcomings that the 
relation between distribution partners and takeaway 
platforms is insufficient, but moreover, the classification 
standards are inconsistent and the nature of the legal 
relation of their employment patterns cannot be revealed. 
For example, the “agent model” only generally describes 
the most basic forms of cooperation between takeaway 
platforms and agents, and between agents and riders, but 
ignores its characteristics different from general labor 
outsourcing. For another example, the “crowdsourcing 
mode” is divided according to the working mode and 
working characteristics of takeaway riders, while other 
modes are divided according to the relation between 
takeaway platforms and distribution partners. In reality, 
takeaway platforms have already developed more 
complicated situations such as “recruiting crowdsourced 
riders through flexible employment service providers”, 
which is difficult to generalize with the “crowdsourcing 
model”. In addition, some foreign scholars argue that 
the regulation of platform employment should not be 
limited to the routine of “contract characterization-
applicable rules”, and the legal application method 
should be shifted to assigning responsibilities according 
to different situations [10]. The author thinks that it 
is necessary to sort out and summarize the types of 
employment patterns again, so as to lay the foundation 
for the subsequent analysis of the legal structure.

Legal Relations in the Complex Employment 
 of Takeaway Platforms

The legal relation between the platform-related 
employment subjects and takeaway riders have been 
extracted and generalized in the academic circles to 
varying degrees through the complex employment 
mode of platforms. The main viewpoints include “labor 
relations”, “labor dispatching relations”, “contracts 
for work relations”, “labor outsourcing relations”, 
“crowdsourcing relation”, and “intermediary relations” 
[11]. Among them, the “intermediary relation theory” 
is an excuse for the operators of takeaway platforms to 
reduce their own responsibilities, and it is the alienation 
of legal relations [7]. The author thinks that the relation 
between platform enterprises and first-level distribution 
partners should not be summarized by “labor outsourcing 
relation”, and the relation between distribution partners 
at all levels should not be summarized using “transfer 
of contract” or “subcontracting”, because generally 

speaking, the contracting unit of labor outsourcing does 
not participate in the command and management of 
labor providers, which is inconsistent with the fact that 
takeaway platform enterprises still partially participate 
in the command and management of riders after 
contracting and may easily confuse the relation between 
multi-party employment subjects on the platform. In 
addition, “crowdsourcing relation” itself is not a legal 
term. At best, it can only be used to summarize the 
business operation mode of takeaway platforms but not 
to define the specific legal relations.

In some studies, the legal relations of complex 
platform employment modes have been analyzed in a 
segmented way. For instance, it has been pointed out that 
the contract structure of organizational-type platform 
employment modes is the combination of “outsourcing 
contracts” between platforms and agents and “labor 
contracts” between agents and labor providers [12]. 
For another example, some scholars believe that the 
legal relations between platform enterprises and labor 
providers is either labor relation, incomplete labor 
relation, and civil relation [13], or a mixture of contract 
for work and labor contracts [9]. Some scholars have 
summarized the complex employment relation on 
platforms as “a triangular employment relation on 
platforms” [4]. The advantage of these studies is that 
they break through the previous position of studying 
“single contract” and recognize the reality that the 
legal relation between platform-related employers 
is not homogenous. However, the shortcomings are 
also obvious: First, the legal relation between many 
employment subjects in the platform employment chain 
has not been accurately positioned, making it impossible 
to find the corresponding legal rules. Second, although 
the research on the “triangular employment relation on 
platforms” summarizes the legal relation of pairwise 
combination as a whole, it remains at the explanation 
from the perspective of labor subordination, and no 
attention is paid to the analysis path outside the labor 
law. And the conclusions inevitably fall into the nest of 
“fake labor service and real employment” again.

Judgment Dilemma for Complex Employment 
Modes of Takeaway Platforms

Imbalanced Relation between the Protection of Labor 
Rights and Interests and the Development 

of Platform Economy

Since 2018, the Supreme People’s Court has 
repeatedly highlighted that labor dispute trials should 
implement the concept of “double protection”, that is, 
protecting the legitimate rights and interests of laborers 
and protecting the benign development of platform 
economy to promote mutual progress. However, the 
policy-oriented judgment thinking has led to the loss 
of objectivity in some trials, and the relation between 
the protection of labor rights and interests and the 
development of platform economy is out of balance. 
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Around 2021, the government’s attitude towards the 
employment of the new business platforms changed 
from “relatively tolerant” to “strengthening the labor 
regulation of platforms”. Especially after the Notice on 
the Joint Release of the Third Batch of Typical Cases 
of Labor and Personnel Disputes (No.36 [2023] of the 
Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security) 
was issued by the Ministry of Human Resources and 
Social Security and the Supreme People’s Court, it has 
been highlighted by the Court that takeaway platform 
enterprises should take more responsibility for the labor 
protection of riders and strengthen the realizability of 
compensation for work-related injuries or third-party 
infringement of riders. At the same time, the Court 
begins to lay the emphasis on practicing the judgment 
concept of “penetrating supervision” and to determine 
the nature of employment according to the actual 
performance of the contract between the rider and the 
employer [14]. The above-mentioned policy-oriented 
judgment thinking has aroused concerns in the academic 
and practical circles. Some scholars have pointed out 
that the provision of “not completely conforming to the 
situation of establishing labor relations” in the Guiding 
Opinions may alienate the original intention of “double 
protection” into an embarrassing situation of “double-
loss” for both laborers and platform enterprises[15]; 
some scholars also believe that the idea of hearing 
labor relation disputes with “penetrating supervision” 
is worthy of reflection; some judges have also pointed 
out that there is a problem of “generalized identification 

of labor relations” in the trial of new employment 
cases. Generalized identification of labor relations will 
increase the cost of platform enterprises, which is not 
conducive to social development in the long run [16]. 
From the point of view of the author, these doubts 
are not unreasonable, and the implementation of the 
“double protection” concept needs comprehensive and 
meticulous legal norms. The reason why the complexity 
of the employment modes of takeaway platforms can 
achieve such a remarkable “legal isolation” effect is 
that it is not so much the complex employment subject 
of platforms that is “isolated” but rather the simple and 
single judgment criteria for labor relations. Therefore, 
it is difficult to find the balance point between the 
rights and interests of laborers and the development of 
platform economy only by the provisions of labor policy, 
and it is also difficult to coordinate the relations of rights 
and obligations between laborers and employers.

Lack of Clear Legal Norms and Unified Judicial Logic

Judging from the 70 Judicial judgments searched by 
the author from 2020 to 2023 in Table 1. and Table 2., 
the legal basis for the court to judge the employment 
dispute cases of takeaway platforms is mainly divided 
into two types. The first type is the rule of labor laws, 
such as the Labor Law and Labor Contract Law, which 
have not clearly defined the concept of labor relations or 
given definite identification standards. In practice, labor 
relations have been identified by courts still following 

Table 1. Sample size of labor dispute cases on takeaway platforms in the 10 regions of Beijing, Guangdong, Jiangsu, Chongqing, Jilin, 
Xinjiang, Liaoning, Shandong, Heilongjiang and Tibet.

Time Region Search keywords Sample size for
second instance judgment

2020-2023 Beijing (Labor disputes OR Labor relations disputes) AND (Lazas OR 
Eleme Sankuai OR Meituan) 13

2020-2023 Guangdong (Labor disputes OR Labor relations disputes) AND (Lazas OR 
Eleme Sankuai OR Meituan) 8

2020-2023 Jiangsu (Labor disputes OR Labor relations disputes) AND (Lazas OR 
Eleme Sankuai OR Meituan) 6

2020-2023 Chongqing (Labor disputes OR Labor relations disputes) AND (Lazas OR 
Eleme Sankuai OR Meituan) 3

2020-2023 Jilin (Labor disputes OR Labor relations disputes) AND (Lazas OR 
Eleme Sankuai OR Meituan) 2

2020-2023 Xinjiang (Labor disputes OR Labor relations disputes) AND (Lazas OR 
Eleme Sankuai OR Meituan) 2

2020-2023 Liaoning (Labor disputes OR Labor relations disputes) AND (Lazas OR 
Eleme Sankuai OR Meituan) 1

2020-2023 Shandong (Labor disputes OR Labor relations disputes) AND (Lazas OR 
Eleme Sankuai OR Meituan) 1

2020-2023 Heilongjiang (Labor disputes OR Labor relations disputes) AND (Lazas OR 
Eleme Sankuai OR Meituan) 1

2020-2023 Tibet (Labor disputes OR Labor relations disputes) AND (Lazas OR 
Eleme Sankuai OR Meituan) 1

Total 38
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sense, so it is really helpless for the court to directly 
quote and apply it as a normative document. 

The second is the rule of the employer’s liability for 
damage stipulated in Article 1191 of the Civil Code. 
There is controversy in the academic community 
regarding the premise for determining this clause. 
Specifically, how is the employment relationship between 
“employers” and “staff” defined? Is it limited to labor 
relations only? As a “quasi-subordinated labor service 

the idea specified in the Notice on Establishing Labor 
Relations (No.12 issued by the Ministry of Labor and 
Social Affairs [2005]) (hereinafter referred to as the 
“Notice”). The criteria for judging the “factual labor 
relations” stipulated in the Notice have been widely 
criticized because the scope of identification is too 
broad and it cannot accurately cope with the flexible 
employment mode on the Internet. Moreover, the Notice 
does not belong to the legal category in the normative 

Table 2. Sample size of transportation infringement compensation cases on takeaway platforms in the 7 regions of Jiangsu, Shanghai, 
Beijing, Chongqing, Liaoning, Shandong and Fujian.

Time Region Search keywords Sample size for first 
instance judgment

Sample size for second 
instance judgment

2020-2023 Jiangsu (Rights of Health OR traffic accident) AND 
(Lazas OR Eleme Sankuai OR Meituan) 4 4

2020-2023 Shanghai (Rights of Health OR traffic accident) AND 
(Lazas OR Eleme Sankuai OR Meituan) 4 4

2020-2023 Beijing (Rights of Health OR traffic accident) AND 
(Lazas OR Eleme Sankuai OR Meituan) 3 3

2020-2023 Chongqing (Rights of Health OR traffic accident) AND 
(Lazas OR Eleme Sankuai OR Meituan) 2 2

2020-2023 Liaoning (Rights of Health OR traffic accident) AND 
(Lazas OR Eleme Sankuai OR Meituan) 1 1

2020-2023 Shandong (Rights of Health OR traffic accident) AND 
(Lazas OR Eleme Sankuai OR Meituan) 1 1

2020-2023 Fujian (Rights of Health OR traffic accident) AND 
(Lazas OR Eleme Sankuai OR Meituan) 1 1

Total 32

Fig.1. Schematic diagram I of the judgment thinking on complex employment of takeaway platforms: disagreement on “qualification of 
legal relations”.
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relation”, this type of relationship is not within the 
scope of the current labor law and civil law adjustment 
and thus cannot be clearly explained. Secondly, how to 
identify the behavior of “executing work tasks”? This 
is also a difficult problem in theory and practice. The 
behavior of “executing work tasks” is a flexible concept, 
and in specific case judgments, multiple factors need to 
be integrated to make judgments.

The current divergence in the judgment thinking of 
courts lies in two major problems: qualification of legal 
relations involved in the complex employment modes 
of takeaway platforms and the division of tort liability 
between employment subjects. In terms of trial logic, 
most courts tend to quote the rule of labor laws instead 
of the rule of civil laws to qualify legal relations. In 
addition, the priority is given to the subordinate standard 
of labor relations instead of observing the business logic 
and contract arrangement of platforms.

In the application of civil law rules, almost all courts 
will directly apply the employer vicarious liability rule, 
and few courts will combine the type and nature of the 
actual employment contract to determine the fact.In 
the labor dispute cases of the takeaway platform, this 
point is particularly obvious. In such cases, most courts 
adopt the criterion of Subordination standard for labor 
relations to determine the employment relationship. 
There are still a few courts that even abandon the 
existing laws, policies, and academic basis, and directly 
include factors unrelated to the determination of labor 
relations, such as personal injury or property damage, 
disability level, and so on (see Fig. 1. and Fig. 2.). 

In traffic accident tort compensation cases, the court 
usually interprets the relationship between “employer” 
and “employee” in the employer vicarious liability rules 
in a broad sense, that is, any relationship reflecting the 
domination and being dominated, the use and being used 
between the unit and the individual can be identified as 
the relationship between “employer” and “employee”. 
This relationship can be a labor relationship, labor 
service relationship and employment relationship. (see 
Fig. 1. and Fig. 2.)

At the same time, the court usually combines 
factors such as time, location, control power, benefits, 
and behavioral appearance to determine whether 
the takeaway rider “performs work tasks”. The most 
frequently used of these is the Control power element 
standard (see Fig. 2.). In court decisions, this standard is 
usually manifested as the supervision and management 
of riders by platforms or distribution partners, and 
“supervision” and “management” are the core meanings 
of “personality subordination” in labor subordination. 
It can be seen that whether it is a labor dispute case 
or a tort compensation case, the court gives priority 
to the subordination standard for labor rather than the 
observation platform business logic and contractual 
arrangement.

As for the division of the liability of employers, 
most courts follow the judgment path of determining 
the employer of the infringing rider first and then 
determining the vicarious liability of the employer. In 
terms of the judgment results, most courts held that 
there was no direct employment relationship between 
the rider and the platform, and the distribution liability 
should be borne by the distribution partner who had 
an employment relationship with the rider, while the 
platform did not bear the distribution liability. Some 
courts hold that there is no employment relationship 
between the rider and the distribution partner and the 
platform, and the rider should bear the responsibility 
alone. Some courts believe that the platform should 
bear the responsibility for employment independently. 
There are also a few courts that platform companies 
and distribution partners should be jointly liable for 
compensation. (See Fig. 3. and Fig. 4.)

It is worth noting that in the cases determining the 
responsibility of the takeaway platform, the reasoning of 
most court decisions focused on demonstrating that the 
rider met the characteristics of the task of performing 
the platform. In the cases denying the responsibility 
of the delivery platform, the reasoning of the majority 
of court decisions focused on demonstrating the non-
employment relationship between the platform and the 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram II of the judgment thinking on complex employment of takeaway platforms: disagreement on “division of 
responsibilities for employment subjects”.
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rider (see Fig. 3.). Few courts can analyze the nature 
of the cooperative relationship between the workers or 
between the workers and the riders through the contract 
between them, and then determine the responsibility of 
the platform.

Lack of Normalization and Stability in Referee 
Interpretation Methods

The omission of legal norms will inevitably 
lead to the lack of normalization and stability in the 
interpretation method of court referees. In practice, the 
phenomenon of “same case with different judgments” 
is prominent because of the excessive discretion of 
courts. To meet the policy requirements inclined to 

protect laborers’ rights and interests, for example, 
courts have made expansionary explanations of 
different scales for the labor relation determination 
standards stipulated in the Notice. In this process, 
some interpretation techniques tend to be controversial.  
The first controversy is about the “control and 
autonomy” relation between platforms and riders [17-
19] as well as the evaluation criteria for “control power”. 
In the employment of platforms, the control power  
(or “dominance”) of the employer and the autonomy (or 
“freedom”) of laborers often show a trade-off relation. 
The control power is the main index to measure whether 
the laborers’ subordination establishes labor relations. 
Generally speaking, platforms with strong control over 
labor providers are of strong labor subordination, which 

Fig. 4. Distribution chart of takeaway platforms responsibility subject type in court adjudication.

Fig. 3. Distribution chart of qualitative basis for complex employment legal relationships on takeaway platforms in court adjudication.
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belongs to conventional labor relations and is regulated 
by labor laws. The control power is not as good as that 
of conventional labor relations, and labor subordination 
is weak, which belongs to “atypical labor relations” and 
is adjusted by other security mechanisms [9]. However, 
the “strength” of “control power”, as a legal evaluation 
index, cannot be definitely demarcated due to the 
openness and fuzziness of its own definition. Even the 
famous “control test composed of multiple factors” in 
history has not really solved the classification of platform 
laborers in the legal sense. Therefore, introducing more 
specific employment factors is not the optimal solution 
to distinguishing between conventional labor relations 
and atypical labor relations. The second controversy 
exists between “priority of fact finding” and “priority of 
parties’ express consent”. At present, most courts tend 
to apply the principle of “priority of fact finding” to 
identify employment relations. The principle of priority 
of fact finding requires that the priority should be given 
to the actual performance behaviors of two parties 
during judicial determination of labor relations, instead 
of taking the contract name or type as the basis. As 
far as the original intention is concerned, the principle 
of “priority of fact finding” aims to identify hidden 
labor relations in platform employment and protect the 
legitimate rights and interests of laborers. However, 
there are still many scientific theory disputes about this 
principle itself. For example, whether the “fact” in the 
“priority of fact finding” refers to the fact of objective 
performance or the fact agreed by the parties, and the 
whole fact of the case or the fact of labor subordination 
remains inconclusive. For another example, the premise 
of applying the principle of priority of fact finding is to 
correctly apply the existing law. However, the “labor 
subordination” specified in the Notice is not a legal 
standard in a strict sense, failing to provide a solid 
current law basis for judging the objective performance 
facts. So, can “the protection of labor rights and interests 
takes precedence over the autonomy of private law” 
contained in the principle of “priority of fact finding” 
be applicable to all scenarios of platform employment? 
In practice, labor relations and civil relations are often 
confused with each other in platform employment. 
Imaging that the factual elements of a case are not only 
the elements to judge the standard of labor contracts 
but also the elements to judge the standard of specific 
labor service contracts, then how will the court evaluate 
and choose the objective facts embodied in the express 
consent articles with the property of non-labor contracts 
and the labor payment involved in the case? Therefore, 
the author thinks that the judgment methods advocated 
by the current policies are worthy of reflection. If 
courts always ignore the commercial logic and contract 
arrangement of the Internet takeaway industry and 
are firmly entrenched in the identification path of 
“subordination + element type” labor relations, the labor 
relation determination” of platform employment will be 
easily generalized.

A New Explanation of the Legal Types 
and Nature of Complex Employment 

Modes of Takeaway Platforms

Commercial Franchising Mode of Takeaway Platforms

The commercial franchising mode is the main 
employment mode adopted by takeaway platforms at 
present, which provides more than half of the “capacity” 
for takeaway platforms. Meituan and Ele.me platforms 
are examples of such platforms. In order to cope with 
the employment pressure all over the country and meet 
the challenges of cross-regional, multi-network, and 
decentralized transportation resource management, 
these two giants will choose to find local distribution 
agents to contract the distribution management rights 
of some areas, and the agents will recruit full-time 
riders in the cooperative areas to deliver orders for their 
own takeaway platforms. These riders are also called 
“special riders”. In terms of specific operations, firstly, 
platform enterprises and distribution agents conclude 
cooperation agreements, such as “city cooperation 
agreement”, “distribution agent cooperation agreement”, 
and “distribution station cooperation agreement”. The 
content of such agreements generally includes three 
items: The first is the use terms of brand authorization. 
Regional distribution agents have the right to use the 
brand service trademarks and logos authorized by 
platforms. The second refers to business support and 
supervision and management terms. On the one hand, 
platforms provide technical flow, training management, 
and account settlement support for cooperative business. 
On the other hand, platforms strictly control distribution 
agents to carry out distribution business according to 
the requirements of platforms by setting up training 
for distribution agents, management rulers for riders, 
rider distribution behavior rules, and penalties for agent 
violations. The third is the term related to platform 
service fees. Platform enterprises collect platform 
service fees or “brand cooperation commissions” from 
distribution agents according to a certain proportion. 
Secondly, commercial franchising distribution agents 
set up several stations in their contracted areas, and 
at each station, the station manager and assistant are 
responsible for daily organization and management 
of distribution capacity and the man-machine conflict 
coordination in the deployment of special riders based 
on the distribution tasks set by platforms.

It is worth noting that “algorithm” is the key 
technical support for the development of commercial 
franchising of takeaway platforms [20-21]. The 
“business support” clause agreed in the franchise 
agreement of platforms mainly refers to the distribution 
network, traffic and information technology support 
with the algorithm as the core, which is embodied in 
formulating the payment mechanism, task distribution 
time, customer rating mechanism, rating standard, 
and reward and punishment rules based on digital 
technology, monitoring the riders’ labor process, and 
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assigning tasks, assessing and appraising, implementing 
rewards and punishments, and paying distribution 
salary according to the data results[22-23]. In this way, 
the online supervision of the algorithm is the main part, 
supplemented by the offline bureaucratic monitoring of 
distribution stations, and takeaway platforms realize 
the dual labor management of escort riders through the 
commercial franchising mode [24]. This also constitutes 
the fundamental difference between the employment 
mode of takeaway platforms and the traditional labor 
outsourcing. In the above cooperation mode, the legal 
relation between takeaway platforms and distribution 
agents conforms to the definition and requirements 
of commercial franchising [25-26] and is a typical 
commercial franchising relation. According to whether 
distribution agents continue to outsource the distribution 
business, the above-mentioned commercial franchising 
mode can be subdivided into the following two modes.

(1) Simple business franchising mode of takeaway 
platforms

The basic structure of this model is that takeaway 
platforms are commercially franchised and special 
riders are directly recruited by distribution agents (see 
Table 3.). Since special riders are more closely related 
to distribution agents under this mode, their relation 
will be usually examined first by courts in practice, and 
the relation conforming to the legal features of labor 
relations is identified as labor relation [27] and that not 
conforming to the legal features of labor relations is 
identified as non-labor relation. Meanwhile, the relation 
between takeaway platforms and distribution agents 
will be rarely directly identified by courts. According 
to individual courts, the two present a “cooperative 
relation” or a “legal partnership” or the content of the 
cooperation agreement between the two is just generally 
described.

In many cases, takeaway platforms claimed that 
the agreement was a commercial franchising contract 
to show that the distribution agent could bear the 
responsibility independently, but few courts responded 
positively to this. What is the legal relation between 
takeaway platforms and riders under this mode, and 
do takeaway platforms need to take responsibility for 
riders recruited by the distribution agent? Although the 
current court decisions vary widely, the Regulations on 
Commercial Franchise does not stipulate franchisors’ 
external tort liability, and the academic theory about the 

employment risk of takeaway platforms as franchisers 
is still in the discussion stage [7, 27]. But at least it 
should be realized that the franchisers’ substitution 
responsibility in commercial franchising may be 
another explanation path to investigate the employers’ 
responsibility of takeaway platforms besides the 
thinking of labor laws.

(2) Complex commercial franchising mode of 
takeaway platforms

Difficulties in recruitment, high mobility, and 
changeable demand for employment in business peaks 
and valleys are common pain points in the employment 
field of takeaway platforms. Therefore, the complexity 
of this mode is reflected in the fact that after being 
authorized by platforms, distribution agents once again 
outsource the personnel management transactional work 
such as rider recruitment, salary distribution, social 
security, and provident fund payment, and hand it over 
to human resources service agencies for management. 
Its overall structure is as follows: commercial franchise 
of takeaway platforms, human resources outsourcing of 
distribution agents, and flexible employment services 
provided by human resources service institutions (see 
Table 4.).

In practice, the agreements signed between 
distribution agents of takeaway platforms and human 
resources service institutions include the platform 
service agreement of flexible employment, the 
outsourcing contract, and the labor contract. When 
reviewing such employment modes, courts do not 
concern the agreement in the form of agreements, 
but they more tend to investigate the legal relations 
between riders and distribution agents according to the 
labor management fact and subordinate characteristics. 
Similarly, the phenomenon of “same case with different 
judgments” is more prominent because the standards 
for determining labor relations are too broad. After 
the policy shifted to strengthen the standardization 
of platform labor and employment in 2021, this kind 
of employment mode is more likely to be regarded 
as “the fact that distribution agents implement labor 
employment in the name of outsourcing” [28].

As far as the author is concerned, the above flexible 
employment mode of distribution agents is a typical 
kind of human resource outsourcing. In China, human 
resource outsourcing belongs to a subdivision type of 
“human resource service” in the national economic 

Table 3. Legal structure table I of commercial franchising mode of takeaway platforms: simple commercial franchising mode.

Employment 
mode Civil contract type

Legal structure

Legal relation
Legal responsibilityPlatform and 

distribution agent
Distribution agent 
and special rider

Commercial 
franchise

Commercial franchising 
contract

Commercial 
franchising contract 

relation

Labor relation or 
service relation

Distribution agents undertake 
employment responsibilities and 
platforms assume the vicarious 
responsibilities of franchisers
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industry classification and also a professional service 
form recognized by the state to support flexible 
employment. It means that employers subcontract some 
positions to outsourcing units (mostly human resources 
service institutions), which recruit personnel according 
to business processes and job responsibilities, and these 
employees provide services to employers. Outsourcing 
units are responsible for personnel management of the 
outsourced employees and employers take charge of 
business management. From the perspective of legal 
relations and according to the relevant regulations of 
the Ministry of Finance, human resource outsourcing 
service, as the object of tax payment, belongs to 
“broker-agent service”. It can be seen that the flexible 
employment service provided by human resources 
service institutions belongs to agency behavior, and the 
consequences of agency behavior are attributable to the 
contract-issuing unit. Meanwhile, the employee relation 
of human resource outsourcing is in the employer [29], 
so its employment risk and responsibility should also 
vest in the employer. Specific to the employment modes 
of takeaway platforms discussed in this research, the 
distribution agent, which serves as both the agent and 
the employer, should bear the employment risks and 
responsibilities of riders.

The problem left here is that this mode is a combined 
employment mode of commercial franchising and 
human resource outsourcing. Once the responsibility 
arises, how can the responsibility be distributed between 
the franchiser’s takeaway platform and the franchisee’s 
distribution agent? In this regard, the judgments of 
individual courts on traffic accident liability disputes in 
the express distribution industry are quite enlightening. 
The judgment first confirmed that the franchising 
relation between the two parties was commercial 
franchise according to the Franchise (Franchise) 
Contract signed between the franchising company and 
the franchised company, and the franchisee was mainly 
liable for compensation. At the same time, the principle 
of “degree of control and degree of fault” was taken 
as the judgment standard for the franchiser to bear the 
responsibility of the employees from the franchisee’s 
contractor for causing harm to the third party, and 

the franchisor was judged to bear the supplementary 
compensation responsibility.

It is worth noting that there are many 
misunderstandings about the relation among takeaway 
platforms, distribution agents, and human resources 
service institutions, which, for example, collectively 
refers to “contracting” relation [4]. Others think that 
the relation between distribution agents and human 
resources service institutions is “transfer of contract” 
or “subcontracting” [30]. There are also individual 
courts that identify the relation between the three as 
“joint venture relation”. The theory of “joint venture 
relation” is exactly the same as the theory of “multi-
party employment labor relation” [31-32] advocated 
by academic circles in recent years. In this regard, 
the author holds an objection. This is because, first, 
the fundamental feature of a partnership joint venture 
is that all parties in the joint venture jointly invest, 
operate, and share profits and share risks. In this case, 
Zhuhai Mesoda Company and Anhui Bodu Company 
have not jointly invested in Beijing Sankuai Company 
(“Meituan Platform”), a “joint venture” recognized 
by the court, let alone jointly operated and shared the 
profits. Secondly, there are essential differences between 
takeaway platforms and distribution agents and between 
distribution agents and human resources service 
institutions. First, commercial franchising requires the 
franchisee to maintain a high degree of consistency with 
the franchiser in personnel management and business 
management, while human resource outsourcing allows 
the contracting unit to hand over some personnel 
management functions to a third party, while retaining 
the management right of the core business. Second, 
commercial franchising usually does not allow the 
franchisee to “be authorized twice”. For example, in 
the “General Rules for Urban Cooperation” of Meituan 
Platform, the types and scenarios of outsourcing such 
as unauthorized anchor (borrowing qualification) and 
transfer by distribution agents are business violations. 
However, human resource outsourcing allows the 
contracting unit to continue to decompose the personnel 
management functions and subcontract them to different 
human resource management institutions. It can be 

Table 4. Legal structure II of commercial franchising mode for takeaway platforms: complex commercial franchising mode.

Employment 
mode Civil contract type

Legal structure

Legal relation

Legal responsibilityPlatform-distribution 
agent relation

Distribution agent-
human resource 

service institution 
relation

Distribution 
agent-special 
rider relation

Commercial 
franchising

Commercial 
franchising contract 
and human resource 
outsourcing contract

Commercial 
franchising contract 

relation

Human resource 
outsourcing relation Labor relation

Distribution agents 
undertake employment 

responsibilities and 
platforms assume 

supplementary vicarious 
liabilities
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seen that the operation mode of “takeaway platform-
distribution agent-human resources service institution” 
is different, so are their legal relations, which cannot 
be explained by the general “labor outsourcing”, 
“contracting”, and “multi-employment labor relations 
theory”.

In addition, in reality, human resources service 
agencies only collect outsourcing service fees from 
distribution agents, but do not actually undertake 
corresponding labor and employment obligations. At 
the same time, it is not excluded that distribution agents 
sign labor dispatch agreements with human resources 
service agencies to avoid labor relations and carry out 
the operation of “fake outsourcing and real dispatch”. 
The former situation cannot be separated from the 
court’s use of labor facts to reveal the nature of its “fake 
outsourcing and real employment”, while the latter 
situation also requires the court to jump out of the labor 
law path and carefully identify the agreement between 
the two parties in the case and the actual performance 
of the contract.

Takeaway Platform Employment Model

As a supplement to the above-mentioned commercial 
franchising mode, the employment modes of other 
takeaway platforms all take crowdsourcing as the 
terminal labor organization mode, and their employment 
modes have several outstanding characteristics: 
on the one hand, the way of rider registration and 
order receiving, the workplace and time, the salary 
composition, and settlement are more flexible than 
those of special riders, so they are called “crowdsourced 
riders”. From the perspective of order-receiving 
autonomy, platforms do not have the command 
over crowdsourced riders. On the other hand, once 
receiving the order, riders need to abide by the platform 
rules, and meanwhile, be controlled by the platform 
algorithm technology, and the degree of supervision 
and punishment is no different from that of special 
riders. The tension brought by the coexistence of labor 
autonomy and platform strength makes the standard of 
identifying riders’ personality as a subordinate factor 
split from the inside, and the explanatory power of 
traditional personality as a subordinate standard also 
drops greatly.

In this innovative mode of platform employment, 
platforms and riders sign an electronic crowdsourcing 
service agreement through the APP on the mobile 
terminal (see Table 5.). There are still some new 
discussions on whether the nature of the agreement 
is subordinate labor relation, equal employment 
relations, labor service relation, or contracts for work 
relations, and whether laborers belong to employees or 
independent contract laborers. The reason is that the tort 
liability of employees and labor providers differs from 
that of laborers, such as tort liability, social insurance 
benefits, and labor environment protection. Labor 
providers evidently vary in interest relations.

According to some local regulations, “crowdsourced 
riders are flexible employees who establish legal 
relations such as labor service and contracts for work 
with ‘platform enterprises’, without no labor relations, 
part-time employment relations, or actual employment 
relation”; in the early stage, some courts had once 
determined that the two had labor relations, where 
platforms assumed the tort liability of the employer; 
some courts also hold that the labor management 
intensity of takeaway platforms for crowdsourced riders 
cannot reach the standard of labor subordination[28], and 
besides certain economic subordination, the personality 
subordination and organizational subordination between 
the two parties are weaker than the standard labor 
relations, so it is impossible to identify labor relations; 
some courts found that the two belonged to labor 
service relations, cited the provisions in Article 11 of the 
Interpretation of the Supreme People’s Court on Several 
Issues Concerning the Application of Laws in the 
Trial of Personal Injury Compensation Cases in 2003, 
and sentenced that the takeaway platform should bear 
the employer’s responsibility for the rider’s personal 
injury; some courts avoided the identification of legal 
relations, directly applied the rules of tort liability of 
employers, and required the platform as an employer to 
bear the liability for damages caused by crowdsourced 
riders. According to some courts, the contract directly 
signed by platform enterprises and crowdsourced riders 
established a contract for work relation. When the rider 
causes damage to people, the contractor, that is, the 
rider, shall bear the responsibility. As the ordering party, 
the platform generally does not bear the responsibility 
for the damage caused by the rider, and the platform 
enterprise, as the ordering party, should just bear the 
corresponding liability for compensation for the fault of 
“instruction” or “election and appointment”.

At present, the academic understanding of 
crowdsourcing legal relations of takeaway platforms 
mainly focuses on “the theory of the third-type labor 
employment relation” [33-36], it is considered that the 
“platform-outsourcing” legal relation is a transitional 
form between labor relation and civil relation, and 
crowdsourced riders should be protected by society 
based on the “economic subordination” of their 
takeaway platforms or platform cooperative enterprises. 
According to “the theory of type fusion contract”, the 
employment of outsourcing-type platforms embodies the 
mixed feature of contracts for work and labor contracts, 
which should be respectively applicable to the contract 
law and the labor law [9].

On the other hand, there are some shortcomings in 
the above viewpoints. The “contracts for work relation 
theory”, for example, is not consistent with the actual 
situation of employment on takeaway platforms. 
Because as far as the typical contracts for work relation 
is concerned, the contractor is independent in providing 
services, that is, the contractor does not have to obey the 
ordering party in the details of the work. Therefore, if 
the contractor causes damage to a third party or damages 
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itself due to its work, the ordering party shall not be 
held liable [37]. The delivery service of crowdsourced 
riders is always under the technical control of takeaway 
platforms, which is obviously inconsistent with 
contracts for work relations. Moreover, if the legal 
relation is determined according to contracts for work, 
crowdsourced riders will bear the losses independently, 
which obviously hinders the realization of the policy 
goal of protecting riders. Taking “the third-type labor 
employment relation” as an example, the theory argues 
that the platform crowdsourcing model is characterized 
by “no personality subordination but with economic 
subordination” [38]. The author believes that this 
understanding is biased. This is because, if the criteria 
for determining the subordination of labor relations are 
taken for contrast [39], the three elements that reflect 
the subordination of crowdsourced riders’ personality, 
namely the command, supervision, and punishment of 
takeaway platforms, have not completely disappeared, 
especially the command and supervision of takeaway 
platforms for riders by using algorithm technology is 
not weaker than that of the platform for special riders. 
Similarly, the “theory of type fusion contract” holds 
that the “autonomy of labor providers” in this mode 
marks the weakening of the platforms’ control over the 
rider’s labor and the decline of the rider’s personality 
subordination [9]. However, the author thinks that the 
“autonomy” of crowdsourced riders is more manifested. 
Crowdsourced riders are not subject to the bureaucratic 
management of offline distribution stations, and enjoy 
the freedom to take orders and the freedom to choose 
distribution tools and working time and place, but 
it does not mean the freedom of labor after the riders 
take orders, and their distribution process is always 
monitored by takeaway platforms. Crowdsourced riders 
will face fines or credit downgrade if they violate the 
platform regulations. What’s more, the autonomy of 
crowdsourced riders may also be constrained by a 
series of “scoring” and “level” rules set by platforms. 
Specially, what most crowdsourced riders can choose 
are the delivery orders left by special riders from remote 
locations and relatively low unit prices. In order to 
effectively send orders, the Meituan takeaway platform 
has set a number of “crowdsourcing levels” according 
to the effective completion rate and on-time delivery 
rate of orders. Only when riders reach a certain level 
can they enjoy the privilege of high-quality orders that 
are close to each other and cancel orders for free. At the 
same time, the Meituan platform will also reduce the 
level of riders who refuse to receive orders continuously. 

The crowdsourced riders refusing to receive orders 
on Ele.me platform will be restricted by the platform 
in order-receiving. If the restriction continues, the 
riders will be subject to permanent account ban by the 
platform. To sum up, although the intensity of economic 
subordination and organizational subordination of 
crowdsourced riders the platforms under the “platform-
crowdsourcing” model cannot meet the standard of 
standard labor relations, the model generally presents 
the characteristics of “strong platform control” and 
“low rider dependence”, which meets the conditions for 
establishing civil employment relations.

Labor Dispatching Mode of Takeaway Platforms

In this mode, crowdsourced riders register on 
takeaway platforms and sign the Network Contract 
Agreement with human resources service companies 
online through takeaway platforms. The takeaway 
platforms and the human resources service companies 
sign Platform Service Agreement, Outsourcing 
Service Agreement, and Service Cooperation 
Contract. Superficially, the employment mode is quite 
similar to the “distribution agent-human resources 
service organization-special rider” structure under 
the commercial franchising mode. In fact, the legal 
structure of this employment mode is different from 
that of human resources outsourcing, which is more  
in line with the legal representation of labor dispatch 
(see Table 6.).

First of all, these human resources service agencies 
usually have the qualification of labor dispatch, and most 
courts have determined that human resources service 
companies and riders in this mode present labor relations 
after substantive examination. Secondly, for platforms, 
the distribution service provided by crowdsourced 
riders belongs to a kind of transportation capacity 
supplement and an auxiliary job position. Thirdly, these 
human resources service agencies are only responsible 
for recruiting crowdsourced riders, providing riders 
with clothing and business training, paying salaries, 
and paying social insurance premium, etc., and do not 
actually participate in employment management, while 
platforms directly direct and manage the distribution 
process of crowdsourced riders by using algorithm 
technology, rules, and regulations. In this labor 
dispatching mode, human resources service companies 
are the labor dispatch units and takeaway platforms 
are the employers, accompanied by the labor dispatch 
contract relation between the human resources service 

Table 5. Legal structure of employment modes for takeaway platforms.

Employment mode Civil contract type
Legal structure

Legal relation Legal responsibility

Recruitment mode Employment contract
Platforms and crowdsourced riders Platforms undertake 

employer’s liabilityEmployment relation
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company and the takeaway platform, the labor contract 
relation between the human resources service company 
and the dispatched crowdsourced rider, and the actual 
employment relation between the takeaway platform and 
the crowdsourced rider. In this case, if the crowdsourced 
riders themselves are damaged, in principle, the human 
resources service companies should bear the employer’s 
responsibility. If the crowdsourced rider causes damage 
to a third party due to the delivery service, the takeaway 
platforms shall bear the tort liability according to the 
second paragraph of Article 1191 of the Civil Code, and 
the human resources service companies shall bear their 
corresponding responsibilities if they are at fault.

In practice, the legal relation determination by 
courts under this mode is not consistent. Some courts 
only examine the relation between human resources 
service companies and crowdsourced riders, and usually 
conclude that they have established a labor relation or 
an employment relation. In some “typical cases”, the 
courts judge that they do not constitute a labor relation 
according to the agreement signed between the takeaway 
rider and the platform company and their actual 
performance. As a result, crowdsourced riders have to 
bear the loss of wages induced by their own damage or 
the deduction by human resources service companies 
during the distribution process. The legal relation 
between the takeaway platform and the rider in this 
mode has not been clearly identified by most courts. The 
author believes that there are two reasons why courts 
adopt the above-mentioned adjudication strategy. First, 
there is a lack of overall analysis of the employment 
mode of “platform-human resources company-
crowdsourced rider”, and it is impossible to recognize 
the essence of the legal structure of this employment 
mode. Second, a deviation exists in the understanding of 
the classification standard for the complex employment 
modes of takeaway platforms. The employment relation 
involving special riders is more likely to be identified as 
a labor relation, while the employment relation involving 
crowdsourced riders tend more to be identified as a non-
standard labor relation.

Conclusion

In the context of low carbon economy, flexible 
employment on platforms presents a trend of “de-
labor relation”，which has aroused anxiety about the 
dilemma of labor law application in academic and 
practical circles [40]. However, must there be “labor 
relations” behind “de-labor relations”? Internet platform 
employment is called “new employment”, which is 
a collection of various employment forms, including 
standard labor relations, employment relations, labor 
dispatching relations, and labor service relations. If the 
judicial practice is based on the principle of “penetrating 
supervision” and obstinately adheres to the application 
of the labor law, courts may ignore enterprise consensus 
and even be subject to the arbitrary discretion of 
“generalization of labor relation determination”. The 
difficulty in applying the labor law to the complex 
employment of takeaway platforms profoundly reflects 
a truth: the labor supply problem is not necessarily a 
labor law problem. As Professor Wang [41] said, the gap 
between labor law and civil law in the legal adjustment 
of labor exchange relations should be filled by 
supplementary application of civil law norms. In recent 
years, although the academic circles have preliminarily 
reflected on the legal and policy attributes of the labor 
law, the theoretical explanatory power of the criteria 
for determining the subordination of labor relations, 
and the fact that the expansion of the adjustment scope 
of the labor law will inhibit the flexible and diversified 
development of platform employment, on the whole, the 
research on civil law theory in the complex employment 
field of labor organization-type platforms is far from 
fully developed. Following the idea of “civil law is 
additive”, the reinforcement and application of civil law 
in the complex employment of takeaway platforms were 
preliminarily explored. And, it is concluded that only by 
facing up to the nature of various types of agreements 
under the complex employment mode of takeaway 
platforms and deeply sorting out and analyzing 
their legal structures can their employment risks  

Table 6. Legal structure of labor dispatching modes for takeaway platforms.

Employment 
mode

Civil 
contract 

type

Legal structure

Legal relation

Legal responsibility
Platforms 

and human 
resources 
service 

institutions

Human 
resources service 
institutions and 
crowdsourced 

riders

Platforms and 
crowdsourced 

riders

Labor 
dispatching 

mode

Labor 
dispatching 

contract

Labor dispatch 
contract 
relation

Labor contract 
relation

Actual 
employment 

relation

Crowdsourced riders’ self-loss: human 
resources service company bears 
the employer’s responsibility; the 

crowdsourced rider generates damage to 
a third party: the platform bears the tort 

liability, and the human resources service 
company assumes the fault liability.
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and responsibilities really surface. This may also be an 
effective way to solve the current dilemma regarding 
the applicability of laws to the complex employment of 
platforms and respond to the urgent needs of platform 
enterprises in the digital economy era to optimize the 
legal environment for business operation.

The focus of this article is on the legal issues of 
employment on takeaway platforms. Our findings on 
the legal structure of complex employment patterns 
in takeaway platforms can be extended to the study of 
employment relationships in labor organization based 
online trading platforms, such as e-commerce express 
delivery platforms, ride hailing platforms, ride hailing 
platforms, and live streaming platforms. Specifically:

(1) The research and judgment of employment 
relations on labor organization platforms cannot be 
limited to the scope of labor law. The gap between 
labor law and civil law in the legal adjustment of labor 
exchange relations should be filled by supplementing and 
applying civil law norms. The employment relationship 
generally refers to the total legal relationship of using 
the labor force of others through contracts. However, 
in China, having the status of a worker under labor 
law is a core condition for enjoying social insurance 
protection. Therefore, mainstream research on the issue 
of platform labor providers tends to determine whether 
platform labor providers are workers, and advocates 
recognizing platform labor providers as workers, or at 
least categorizing them as “quasi employees”, and then 
including them as much as possible in the scope of labor 
protection to solve their labor rights protection issues. In 
the long-standing research on labor protection, the issue 
of “labor providers” on platforms has gradually become 
confused with the issue of “workers in labor relations”. 
This directly leads to a narrow legal application 
path for employment relationships and employment 
responsibilities on labor organization platforms, and 
even triggers deviations in judicial decision-making 
logic. Therefore, it is necessary to break through the 
limitations of the perspective of labor law, open up the 
application channels between labor law and civil law, 
take employment relations rather than labor relations 
as the starting point, and comprehensively consider the 
employment norms of labor organization platforms and 
the protection of labor force providers in the institutional 
system of market allocation of labor resources.

(2) The study and judgment of employment 
relationships and responsibilities on labor organization 
platforms should not be based on the convenience of 
current legislation, but should be based on the actual 
employment situation of the platform. In China, the 
Labor Law and Civil Code Tort Liability Law are the 
main legal basis for regulating the employment of labor 
organization platforms, but their legal loopholes are 
significant. At the same time, there is a lack of typical 
contract rules for labor contracts and service contracts, 
which cannot meet the current employment disputes 
on the platform. Due to legislative loopholes, the 
subjective assumption of “platform de labor” prevalent 

in academic research and the judicial path of “labor 
relationship generalization” in court practice obscure 
the actual legal relationships in the employment of 
takeaway platforms. In fact, the status and role of labor 
contract rules, including labor contracts, employment 
contracts, contracting contracts, commission contracts, 
and labor dispatch contracts, as well as typical service 
contract regulations represented by commercial 
franchise contracts, in applying employment issues 
on such platforms are not necessarily inferior to those 
of labor laws. Therefore, in terms of legal regulation 
of employment on labor organization platforms, it 
is necessary to fully recognize that civil law is a 
prerequisite for the special protection system of labor 
law, and pay attention to the basic function of giving 
full play to the general contract transaction rules and 
distinguishing contract types of civil law.

Finally, it is important to discuss the scalability 
and limitations of this study. There are at least a few 
unresolved issues in this study. 

(1) Although this article basically follows the 
quantitative research methods in statistics in the research 
paradigm, if more samples are used, it may reveal more 
profoundly the types of complex employment patterns 
and legal structures of takeaway platforms.

(2) Due to limitations in the topic and length of 
the paper, there are two viewpoints that have not been 
discussed in this article:

Firstly, the element of “control” is not an exclusive 
tool for identifying labor relations based on attribute 
standards. It can also be explored from the perspective of 
the “control factor” element that replaces responsibility 
by employers, exploring the potential of elements 
that reflect “control” such as “platform algorithms” 
and “rider appearance” in the complex employment 
responsibility identification of takeaway platforms.

Secondly, under the premise that commercial 
franchising, labor and similar labor service contracts 
cannot be formally included in typical contracts of the 
Civil Code in the short term, the explanatory advantage 
of civil law in flexible employment issues of new forms 
can be reshaped by exploring alternative liability 
mechanisms for franchisors, labor service and similar 
labor service recipients in commercial franchising.

The limitations of this study are also the space for 
future research, and the academic community can 
continue to conduct research on the aforementioned 
unresolved issues.
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